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About This Game
Welcome to UNDERTALE. In this RPG, you control a human who falls underground into the world of monsters. Now you
must find your way out... or stay trapped forever.
((Healthy Dog's Warning: Game contains imagery that may be harmful to players with photosensitive epilepsy or similar
condition.))

features:
Killing is unnecessary: negotiate out of danger using the unique battle system.
Time your attacks for extra damage, then dodge enemy attacks in a style reminiscent of top-down shooters.
Original art and soundtrack brimming with personality.
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Soulful, character-rich story with an emphasis on humor.
Created mostly by one person.
Become friends with all of the bosses!
At least 5 dogs.
You can date a skeleton.
Hmmm... now there are 6 dogs...?
Maybe you won't want to date the skeleton.
I thought I found a 7th dog, but it was actually just the 3rd dog.
If you play this game, can you count the dogs for me...? I'm not good at it.
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Title: Undertale
Genre: Indie, RPG
Developer:
tobyfox
Publisher:
tobyfox
Release Date: 15 Sep, 2015
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, or 10
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: 128MB
Storage: 200 MB available space

English,Japanese
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Buy it. This game is filled with DETERMINATION!. This game is my favorite game of all time, and I judge games harshly! I
legitimately care for these characters, and no other game can do that. I know I have a low play time but I only do true pacifist
and I don't reset. I've already played it through on PS4, PC, and the Switch. I really don't know what to say about this game, I
just can't put into words how awesome and amazing this game is.. haven't beaten it yet but it's good so far i think im halfway
through. sans is my mum. Nice game, I'd like it to have Steam achievements tho..
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a retro masterpiece.. Amazing, funny game.
8\/10. Absolute masterpiece. Hands down one of the greatest games of all time.. Thanks for reminding me why I love video
games :,). This game is pretty fun. Has a good story and introduced me to different endings of the game. The only thing I don't
like is the cringy fandom. (I don't hate this game, but a lot of the fandom is just... very bad.). My dumbass used to be seemingly
afraid of playing this game because of the "oh it's just a tumblr meme" attitude but the minute I actually took a step into this
game I fell in love with it. It's a superb, really wonderfully put together piece of storytelling with original characters, genuinely
very funny humour, a great soundtrack and overall just a huge amount of passion. It's very clear Toby Fox really loves this world
and it shows. For \u00a37 it's a joke how much you'll enjoy it for such an insignificant price. Buy it and play it over a weekend.
You could finish it in a day if you'd like, but it's well worth the money and it's just a spectacular experience. One of the best
narratives I've ever experienced and a charming adventure I won't forget.
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